
January 15, 1939, *r

CONTROVERSIAL ISSUES RAISED BY THE REPORT OF THE SOCIAL SECUHITY BOARD

I believe that the Report of the Social Security Board contains
in particular one recommendation which is of serious fiscal import
and if adopted would impose a drag upon the recovery program and would
be contrary to the broad policy underlying the Budget Message, The
Board recommends that the payroll taxes as now provided in the act be
increased on January 1, 1940, from two percent to three percent*

Even accepting the estimate of the Social Security Board with
respect to the probable maximum benefit payments which may emerge from
a Congressional enactment in response to its recommendations, it would
still be true in my judgment that the payroll tax on an accrual basis
in the calendar year 1940 would be likely to exceed the benefit pay-
ments by $400 million. There appears, therefore, to be no need for
stepping up the tax rates in January 1940, To do so would only add to
a reserve which by January 1940 already will amount to $1,700,000,000,
or, in other words, to about three times the estimated maximum probable
benefit payments.

I would call attention to the fact that in 1937 the collection
of payroll taxes in excess of benefit payments was a major contributory
factor in the decline in consumption that preceded the downturn in busi-
ness. In the year 1938 the sums deducted from consumption and the stream
of consumer purchasing power by the unemployment insurance taxes and
the old age insurance taxes in excess of benefit payments amounted to
about $1,000,000,000. It appears that this huge sum acted in a power-
fully deflationary manner. This sum amounts to a substantial propor-
tion of the budget deficit of that year. Had this deduction from pur-
chasing power not been made, the budget could have been much more nearly
in balance. In 1939 the excess will again be about $1,000,000,000 and
will impose a drag on recovery. In the event that the tax rates are
stepped up in 1940 this development will continue.

I believe that it would be extremely unfortunate at this time for
you tacitly to approve the stepping up of these taxes before it is
known what the scale of benefits will be as the result of amendments
which Congress may make liberalizing benefit payments and extending
coverage. After the benefit scale has been established there will be
time enough to increase the tax rate in the event that benefit payments
in fact prove to exceed current tax receipts. This is the more true
in view of the fact that there will already be in the fund on January 1,
1940 a reserve of $1,700,000,000, enough to provide for probable maxi-
mum benefit payments as estimated by the Board for almost three years.
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Although I ara not at this time making any recommendations
relating to unemployment insurance, I think it pertinent, in
connection with the proposed increase in the payroll tax rate
for old age insurance, to point out that the excess of payroll
taxes over benefits on unemployment insurance account will, in
my judgment, amount to around half a billion dollars, assuming
a national income in 1940 no higher than in 1957.

Indorsement of the Report in its present form, either
implicitly or explicitly, would imply acceptance of a principle
of financing old age insurance for which there is a rapidly decreas-
ing expert and popular support. The accumulation of reserve funds
is appropriate to private but not social insurance. This has long
been recognized in other countries.

The only basis upon which the Social Security Board appears
to justify the stepping up in taxes appears to be that the increase
in taxes will help to educate the American employer and employees
to the contributory system. I believe, however, that the contri-
butory system itself has already been endangered by the imposing
of taxes greatly in excess of the benefits being paid. I believe
that the contributory system can be amply safeguarded by a declara-
tion of Congress to the effect that as the cost of benefit pay-
ments increases in the future with an increasing number of eligible
recipients, the increased cost load must be borne on a three-way
basis by employers, employees, and the Federal Government, as is
the case in England and other countries. In this manner the entire
public will be made aware of the importance of keeping benefit pay-
ments within a proper bound so that the burden will not be unduly
severe on each of these parties.
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January 13, 1939.

cosmormsi :L ISSUES RAISJP BY THE IV-K^T OF ?HK ;:JQCI;VL SECTJTY BQrJtp

I - The Financing of Social Insurance

The collection of payroll taxes in excess of benefit payments
imposes • serious drag on recovery, W© are faced with a iftBC term
problem of deficient lOAIWUr feuylftfl pow«.*r, - with an excess of
over outlets for private? capital expenditures. To continue a »j*%m
which aggravates this deficiency intensifies OUT problem find postpones
the day when it %ill be possible to balance the budget without inter-
fering with business recovery.

The Report of fcfcfl Social Security Board &;.prov38 %fee irapositioi:
of a higher payroll tax rate in 1940 and. hence envisages the further
accumulation of a reserve fund, and the further net withdrawal of pur-
chasing power,

Indorsement of the Keport in its present form, either implicitly
or explicitly, would imply acceptance of a principle of financing old
age insurance for which there is a rapidly decreasing expert and popul;sr
support* The? accumulation of reserve? funds li appropriate to private
but not gocja1 insurance. This has Ion? been recognised in other
countries*

II - Deflationary Effects of .Present Sy.8t.eip

In 1957 tfei n w i of payroll tax collections » f 1 benefits * M
a major contributory factor in th@ decline in coiisiaaption that preceded
the downturn in

In 1956, about #1,000,000,000 hud to bd speiit by the
merely to offset the deflationary effects arising from the unemploymont
and old t̂ e insurance pfOgfMli and in 1939 another #1,000,000,000 will
have to be spent for the M M purpose. This has the effect of increas-
ing the deficit without securing a con-espondisn- laere«ee in buying

In 1940 and thereafter, the increase In payroll tax collectione
arising from (a) increasing payrolls, (b) an extension of coverage, end
(c) • fifty perceiit higher tax rete, 9mj entail a repetition of the
19-3? e^erivinc© or the necessity of incurring a much larger deficit
than would otherwise be necessary, unless the benefits are increased
sufficiently to offset tox collections.

Since it is likely that tax accruals on old a«e account will exceed
#900 million in 1940 if tax rates are advanced as recommended in the
report; since it li hi $ily improbable in my judgment that liberalised
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benefit provisions will result in i mm in the nart year or two
approach!n.̂  this figure or even the figure of about #600 million
in taxes thot would be collected if tax rates were not advanced;
«nd since the reserve fund will ariount to #1,700,000,000 at the
ttftitH °? 1940, I feel strongly that it would be dangerous
from a fiscal ftftd monetary point of view if the scheduled increase
in the payroll tr.x rat© should go into effect on Tomij 1, 1940,

Although I BB not fit this time making ft»y recommendations
relating to unemployment insurance, I think it pertinent, in
connection with the proposed increase in the payroll tax rate for
old ftfe insurance, to point out that tfee excess of payroll taxes
over benefits on unemployment insurance accomt will, in my judg-
ment, asrunt to around half a billion dolors, assuminj 8 national
incorae in 1940 no higher than in

In vlow of tB9 foregoing considerations, it would, appear
advisable to defer approval of tfetf scheduled increase in the tax
rate until it Is knovm what th» benefit payments adopted by
Congress will amount to for the calond&r year 1940.

If the tax rate increase is postponed at this ti.as little
difficulty in securing increases in payroll taxes in the future
may be anticipated if such tax increases are actually accessary
to finance current benefits tad if, at the MMi ISntf • portion
of the costs of such benefits is borne out of general taxation,
as if? the case in England and other countries.
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